Abstract. We consider different sub-Laplacians on a sub-Riemannian manifold M . Namely, we compare different natural choices for such operators, and give conditions under which they coincide. One of these operators is a sub-Laplacian we constructed previously in [7] . This operator is canonical with respect to the horizontal Brownian motion, we are able to define the sub-Laplacian without some a priori choice of measure. The other operator is div ω grad H for some volume form ω on M . We illustrate our results by examples of three Lie groups equipped with a sub-Riemannian structure: SU (2), the Heisenberg group and the affine group.
Introduction
In the present paper we study operators on sub-Riemannian manifolds which can be considered as geometrically natural analogues of the Laplace-Beltrami operators in the Riemannian setting. Some of the fundamental difficulties include absence of a canonical measure such as the Riemannian volume measure, and therefore lack of a naturally defined divergence of a vector field, and degeneracy of the metric that prevents us from using local formula for such an operator.
Sub-Riemannian geometry appears in many areas, for example, describing constrained systems in mechanics, or as limiting cases of Riemannian geometries. Roughly speaking, a sub-Riemannian manifold is a smooth manifold M endowed with a bracket-generating (completely non-integrable) sub-bundle H of the tangent bundle T M and a smooth fiberwise inner product on H; the sub-bundle H is called the horizontal distribution. The degeneracy of operators defined only in terms of horizontal vector fields (smooth sections of H) make sub-Riemannian manifolds natural settings to study sub-elliptic operators which are, in fact, hypoelliptic by an application of Hörmander's theorem [8] with the bracket generating assumption. A more detailed review of these structures can be found in Section 2.
Our approach is to compare two operators on a sub-Riemannian manifold M that can be thought of as geometrically canonical to the sub-Riemannian structure we have on M . One of these operators, L V , is a sub-Laplacian we constructed previously in [7] . The advantage of this construction is that while it is canonical with respect to the horizontal Brownian motion, we are able to define the subLaplacian without some a priori choice of measure. Another operator we consider is div ω grad H for some volume form ω on M in Section 4 which certainly depends on the form ω. This comparison culminates in Theorem 5.13 which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for these two operators to be equal.
In conclusion we want mention a number of related results. First of all, since Lie groups provide a number of meaningful examples, it is natural that there were several results in that setting, in particular, [1] . Their approach is to choose a reference measure out of several candidates such as Hausdorff or Popp's measure, which happens to be scalar multiples of a Haar measure on a Lie group G. Popp's measure is attractive since local isometries are volume preserving, which uniquely identifies Popp's measure when the group of isometries of G acts transitively on G. From this we also deduce that on Lie groups equipped with a left-invariant subRiemannian metric, Popp's measure is proportional to the left Haar measure. For a nice exposition on Popp's measure and the resulting sub-Laplacian, we refer the reader to [3] . It is not uncommon, however, to consider a left-invariant structure on G while endowing G with a right Haar measure. To see that the choice of the left-invariant structure on G with the right Haar measure is natural for study of sub-elliptic heat kernels we refer to [6] . We refrain from making a single choice of measure and illustrate our main results by looking at three examples in Section 6. We consider our construction as a starting point of further studies of such subLaplacians including the corresponding heat kernel estimates, and connecting it to [2, 4, 5] which will give rise to a number of functional inequalities.
Sub-Riemannian Manifolds
We start by recalling the standard definition of a sub-Riemannian manifold. Definition 2.1. Let M be a d-dimensional, connected, smooth manifold with tangent and cotangent bundles T M and T * M respectively. Suppose that H ⊂ T M is an m-dimensional smooth sub-bundle such that the sections of H satisfy Hörmander's condition (the bracket generating condition) formulated in Assumption 1. Suppose further that on each fiber of H there is an inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ which varies smoothly between fibers. In this case, the triple (M, H, ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩) is called a sub-Riemannian manifold of rank m, H is called the horizontal distribution, and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is called the sub-Riemannian metric. The vectors (resp. vector fields) X ∈ H are called horizontal vectors (resp. horizontal vector fields), and curves σ in M whose tangent vectors are horizontal, are called horizontal curves.
Having been given M and H, the discussion in Section 8 gives us an alternative equivalent approach to the sub-Riemannian structure defined by a sub-Riemannian metric. Indeed, we could have alternatively introduced the symmetric, positive semi-definite sub-Riemannian bundle homomorphism β ∶ T * M → T M such that β(T * M ) = H which is in unique correspondence with the sub-Riemannian metric through the equality ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) which holds for all 1-forms p and horizontal vector fields X. 
is a Riemannian manifold. In this case, β ij is the familiar "index raising operator" g ij defined as the inverse of the metric g ij = ⟨∂ ∂x i , ∂ ∂x j ⟩.
2.1.
Hörmander's condition and its consequences. Assumption 1. (Hörmander's condition) We will say that H satisfies Hörmander's (bracket generating) condition if horizontal vector fields with their Lie brackets span the tangent space T p M at every point p ∈ M .
As we remark below in Definition 3.1, Hörmander's condition guarantees that every sub-Laplacian is hypoelliptic. In addition, Hörmander's condition has significant topological consequences. We recall the important Chow-Rashevski Theorem below, for more details we refer the reader to [9] . To this end, we define the Carnot-
where σ(0) = x, σ(1) = y, σ is a horizontal path , where as usual, inf(∅) ∶= ∞. It is not immediately obvious that given any two points x, y ∈ M , that d CC (x, y) < ∞; indeed, it would not be impossible to believe that perhaps there is no horizontal curve connecting x and y. Yet, remarkably, Hörmander's condition is sufficient to ensure that any two points are connected by (a finite length) horizontal curve. In fact, even more is true.
Theorem 2.4 (Chow-Rashevski). Suppose H satisfies Hörmander's condition in a neighborhood of every point in M . Then for any two points x, y ∈ M , d CC (x, y) < ∞.
Moreover, the topology on M defined by d CC agrees with the original manifold topology of M .
2.2.
Hamilton-Jacobi Equations. For physical reasons, we will commonly refer to M as a configuration space, vectors X ∈ T M as velocity vectors, and covectors p ∈ T * M as momentum vectors. The Hamiltonian H ∶ T * M → R is the (kinetic energy) map defined by
where the second equality is a local expression with
* M is said to satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equations wheṅ
Note that with a starting position x(0) = x ∈ M and momentum p(0) = p ∈ T * x M , we can uniquely solve (2.3) for some interval of time. The same can not be said if we are given an initial position x(0) = x and horizontal velocityẋ(0) = X ∈ H; this is an artifact of the degeneracy of β, since β −1 (X) is multi-valued, and there is no a priori canonical choice of which momentum p ∈ β −1 (X) to choose.
Our final note on solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equations in the sub-Riemannian setting deals with completeness, see [10, Theorem 7 .1].
Theorem 2.5 (Hopf-Rinow Theorem for sub-Riemannian manfiolds). If M is complete as a metric space with respect to d CC , then for ever x ∈ M and p ∈ T * x M , the solution of (2.3) with initial conditions x(0) = x and p(0) = p is defined for all times t ⩾ 0.
Sub-Riemannian analogues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator
We start by recalling how the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ LB on an oriented d-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) is usually defined. First one constructs the Riemannian volume ω ∶= g dx
and the respective divergence of vector fields
Here, as usual, g is the determinant of the metric. From this the Laplace-Beltrami operator is defined as ∆ LB = div ω grad, which locally is given by
are the raised Christoffel symbols.
There are multiple problems when we try to use this approach in the subRiemannian setting to define a canonical analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Without a Riemannian metric, the corresponding Riemannian volume form and hence the divergence is left undefined since the g term has no canonical interpretation in general. We could extend the sub-Riemannian metric to a Riemannian metric and use the extension to give meaning to g , but generally no one extension seems to stand out as the canonical choice. Moreover, if we just apply (3.1) with some metric extension g, we would simply be considering the LaplaceBeltrami operator associated to the Riemannian manifold (M, g), rather than to the original sub-Riemannian structure.
While perhaps there is no general best choice for an analogue of the LaplaceBeltrami operator, there are several candidates which merit considering. The remainder of this section will be dedicated to exploring common features of such operators.
3.1. Sub-Laplacians. is an orthonormal horizontal frame within some neighborhood U ⊂ M . Then within U ,
This proves the first equality; the second equality is shown by defining β by ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for any covector p and vector X.
From Lemma 3.2 we can conclude the following.
be a local orthonormal horizontal frame. In local coordinates 
Summing over k and using the previous lemma, we get
This concludes the proof.
We immediately deduce the following. 
In particular, the principal symbol of any sub-Laplacian has the form β ij ξ i ξ j .
3.2.
Lie Groups. For this section we assume M = G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g = T e G. We consider what can be inferred by imposing structure on H natural to the Lie group. 
x∂ z , and Z = ∂ z . The horizontal distribution is given by H = span{X, Y } with sub-Riemannian metric defined so that {X, Y } is an orthonormal horizontal frame.
Let us define the new horizontal frame
You will recognize this as a z-dependent rotation of the {X, Y } frame in H. In particular, {X ′ , Y ′ } is still an orthonormal frame for H with respect to the subRiemannian metric, yet it is not a left-invariant frame. We find
Observe that this example illustrates that there is little chance of recovering a statement such as Theorem 3.8 in a more general setting, where left-invariance has no analogue. However, when we are fortunate enough to have Lie structure, we get as a corollary the following. Theorem 3.9. Assume that both Assumptions 3.5 and 3.6 hold and let ∆ be a sub-Laplacian on G. Then there is a unique smooth vector field X ∆ such that given any orthonormal horizontal frame {X 1 , ..., X m } of left invariant vector fields,
k . From this, the conclusion follows.
As we see below, meaningful choices for an analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a sub-Riemannian manifold are sub-Laplacians. However, as our work thus far illustrates, there is no debate about what the second order terms should be, rather it is the first order terms that distinguish one choice from another.
div
ω grad H and the sum of squares operators
One can readily check that grad H f = β(df ) where df is the standard exterior derivative; that is, grad H f is the horizontal dual of df . From this, it follows that locally grad H f = β ij ∂f ∂x i ∂ ∂x j . Moreover, given an orthonormal horizontal frame
Assume that M is orientable and ω is some volume form on M locally given by
R is positive and smooth. Using standard results in geometry, the divergence of a vector field X with respect to ω is
Replacing X with grad H f , we find
which yeilds the following local formula for the operator div
Comparing (4.2) with Corollary 3.4 immediately leads to
In particular, we can consider (4.2) in the case when ω is a Riemannian volume form. Suppose that (⋅, ⋅) is some Riemannian metric on M and g ∶ T M → T * M is the induced bundle isomorphism. As usual, we write g ij = ∂ ∂x i , ∂ ∂x j , and further let the raised indices g ij be the entries of the matrix inverse of (g ij ). The Riemannian volume induced by this metric is the form locally given by ω = g dx
In this setting, we can rewrite (4.2) as
where we write div g rather than div ω to emphasize that we are using the Riemannian volume form with respect to the metric defined by g.
From here we have a good starting point to approach a reasonable definition of an analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator through a "divergence of the gradient" type construction; however, this will only be meaningful if there is some volume measure on M to which we want to calculate a divergence with respect to. A priori, there are (at least) a couple intrinsic measures that we can put on these spaces; most commonly considered are the Hausdorff and Popp's measures. For a detailed description of Popp's measure see [9] . In the case that M is a Lie group and there exists a global orthonormal horizontal frame of left invariant vector fields, then the Hausdorff and Popp's measure agree with the left Haar measure up to some scaling constant. We consider the Lie group setting presently.
Here we would like to make a comment about the choices implicitly made when we choose a reference measure. This is specific to the Lie group case, and it is not so easy to see in a general sub-Riemannian setting. While several authors (mentioned elsewhere in the current paper) considered these three measures, namely, the Hausdorff measure, the Haar measure and Popp's measure, they do not always indicate that the choice of left-or right-invariant vector fields is significant not only for the Haar measure, but also for the Hausdorff measure and Popp's measure. Indeed, the significance of this choice is apparent when we look at the construction of Popp's measure. As to the Hausdorff measure, being a metric space measure it uses the Carnot-Caratheodory metric defined by (2.1). It might not be obvious, but this metric is left-or -right invariant depending on our choices at the level of the Lie algebra.
4.1.
When M is a Lie Group. Again, let M = G be a Lie Group on which we will assume both Properties 3.5 and 3.6 hold. Let X = {X 1 , ..., X m } be a leftinvariant orthonormal horizontal frame. Denote by µ L and µ R the left and right Haar measures, respectively.
If we extend X to a full frame of T G of left invariant vector fields {X 1 , ..., X m , X m+1 , ..., X d } and let {χ 1 , ..., χ 
Then, using the notation introduced in Theorem 3.9,
where Tr(ad X k (e)) is the trace of the linear map defined by ad
Tr(ad X k (e))X k .
Moreover, G is unimodular if and only if
The classification of unimodularity in terms of X ∆ L can be found in [1, Propositions 17, 18]. The derivation of an expression for X ∆ L can be found in the same paper; we also provide a derivation below in Section 7. The calculation uses the standard fact that the divergence div µ L (X) of a vector field X can be found as
where L X is Lie differentiation along X, d is exterior differentiation, and ι X is interior multiplication with respect to X. Upon replacing X with grad H f for some smooth map f ∶ M → R, one arrives at
From this, we can derive a similar expression for div µ R grad H . We let m ∶ G → (0, ∞) be the modular function and
It is well known that m i is a continuous group homomorphism from G into the multiplicative group (0, ∞) (the same is true for m) and thus smooth, and moreover
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that {X 1 , ..., X m } is an orthonormal horizontal frame of left invariant vector fields. Let ∆ R = div µ R grad H . Then, using the notation introduced in Theorem 3.9,
This means that
Proof. As noted above, m i χ 1 ∧⋯∧χ d induces the right Haar measure µ R . Therefore, we have
The second term in the last equality is readily understood from the calculations with respect to µ L . Indeed, replacing X with grad H f we have
For the first term we get
where in the last equality we used the fact that the pointwise product mm i = 1.
It is important to note that the last equality has the coefficient summing only through the m horizontal vector fields. Combining these calculations leads to
Remark 4.5. Unlike X ∆ L introduced in Theorem 4.3, it can happen that X ∆ R = 0 when G is not unimodular. In Example 6.3 we see that such is the case for the affine group. This asymmetry stems from the fact that expressions for X ∆ L and X ∆ R are written in terms of left-invariant vector fields. Notation 5.1. We let Φ be the flow of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (2.3). Indeed, we will consider Φ as a map
Before defining the operator L V in Definition 5.7 below, we will use the following proposition, which is proved fiberwise in Proposition 8.3. 
Definition 5.4. We will call such a bundle V a (choice of) vertical distribution.
Remark 5.5. For a smooth manifold M of dimension 2n + 1, a contact form ω is a one form on M such that ω ∧ (dω) n ≠ 0 where (dω) n = dω ∧ ⋯ ∧ dω. If a contact form exists on M , then M is necessarily orientable since ω ∧ (dω) n is a nowhere vanishing 2n + 1 form. When M is endowed with a contact form ω, then (M, ω) is called a contact manifold. There is a canonical horizontal distribution H of dimension 2n on a contact manifold (M, ω) given by H = ker(ω). Moreover, there is a canonical vertical vector field T , called the Reeb vector field, defined by ω(T ) = 1 and L T ω = 0, where L T is the Lie derivative with respect to T . In particular, on such manifolds there is a meaningful and natural choice of vertical bundle V = span(T ). Notation 5.6. We denote the unit sphere in H x by S H x ∶= {X ∈ H x ∶ ⟨X, X⟩ x = 1}. The (unique) rotationally invariant measure on S x will be denoted U x .
The operator L V has been introduced in [7] , where it is shown that L V is the generator of a process which is the limit of a naturally constructed horizontal random walk. The operator L V can be viewed as the generator of a horizontal Brownian motion on M , the role played by the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Riemannian manifolds. The compelling notion here is that L V is introduced to be canonical with respect to a sub-Riemannian Brownian motion, whose construction depends only on a choice of vertical bundle V, rather than on a choice of measure.
We give here a version of [7, Theorem 3.5] , expressing L V in local coordinates. In comparison with (3.1), it becomes immediately clear that L V is the (1 m scaled) Laplace-Beltrami operator in the Riemannian case H = T M .
Theorem 5.8. In local coordinates, L V can be written as
where g V was defined in Proposition 5.3 and
is the sub-Riemannian analogue of (3.2).
Proof. Let (⋅, ⋅) be any Riemannian metric on M extending the sub-Riemannian metric in such a way that V is the orthogonal compliment of H with respect to this metric. Denote by g ∶ T M → T * M the bundle isomorphism induced by this extended metric, locally realized as a matrix with components
whence we conclude the result.
Remark 5.9. The Riemannian metric g extending the sub-Riemannian metric is sometimes called compatible (with the sub-Riemannian structure). This is the term we used in [7] .
From Theorem 5.8 and its proof, we arrive at two corollaries. The first emphasizes how the selection of a compatible metric in [7] changes the first order term of L V and, moreover, how this compatible metric can be used as a tool in making calculations of L V tractable. 
can be found in terms of the matrix B, its derivatives, and G. Moreover, only the first order term of L V depends on the extended metric, and any other extended metric such that V stays the orthogonal compliment of H gives rise to the same sub-Laplacian L V .
The second corollary of Theorem 5.8 follows immediately from Corollary 3.4.
Then ∆ is a sub-Laplacian.
Orthogonal Projection Along V and
Comparison of L V with div ω grad H . Let V a choice of vertical bundle and (⋅, ⋅) be any Riemannian metric extending the sub-Riemannian metric which admits V as the orthogonal compliment of H. As usual, denote by g ∶ T M → T * M the bundle isomorphism induced by the extended metric.
Proposition 5.12. The operator P ∶= β ○ g ∶ T M → T M is orthogonal projection onto H along V. Symmetrically, the operator Q ∶= g ○β ∶ T * M → T * M is orthogonal projection onto g(H) along Null(β). Moreover, P ○β = β ○Q = β and Q○g = g ○P = g V .
Proof. Using the notation analogous to that introduced in the proof of Proposition (8.3), g = β
Continuing with the notation of Proposition 5.12, we express the first order term of L V in terms of P. From (5.4) and (5.3) and the symmetry of β and g, the
Here the final equality comes from the fact P 2 = P. Rearranging these terms and considering (4.2), we get the following result.
Theorem 5.13. Suppose that M is oriented. There exists a volume form ω = τ dx
In particular, for the equality
For the affine group discussed in Example 6.3, we see that the Riemannian volume of the standard extended metric agrees with the left Haar measure, however, L V agrees with the divergence of the gradient against the right Haar measure. In a certain sense, L V switches handedness in this case, illustrating that the interplay of L V and a choice of extended metric is not trivially reproducing the divergence of the gradient against the induced Riemannian volume.
Examples
We now demonstrate how to use the results of this paper for the Heisenberg group, SU (2), and the affine group. Note that they represent three different models concerning topology (compact versus non-compact) and unimodularity. 6.1. Heisenberg Group. Let H be the Heisenberg group; that is, H ≅ R 3 with the multiplication defined by
where ω is the standard symplectic form
We define X, Y , and Z as the unique left-invariant vector fields with X e = ∂ x , Y e = ∂ y , and Z e = ∂ z . We find
The horizontal distribution is defined by H = span{X, Y } (understood fiberwise).
We check that [X, Y ] = Z, so Hörmander's condition is easily satisfied. We endow H with the sub-Riemannian metric ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ so that {X, Y } is an orthonormal frame for the horizontal distribution. The group H is nilpotent, and therefore it is unimodular. Let µ be the Haar measure on H.
Lemma 6.1. The Haar measure is given by µ = dx ∧ dy ∧ dz.
Proof. By inspection, the dual basis {χ
Proof. Since H is unimodular, this follows directly from Theorem 4.3.
Proposition 6.3. Let V = span{Z} be the vertical distribution. Then
Proof. We present two proofs below. One is based on a direct computation of both operators in question, while the second proof is an application of Theorem 5.13. Proof 1. Using (5.2), it is shown in [7] that L V = 1 +
Using Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.10, we see that
The matrix representing the projection P = β ○ g onto H along V is
From this, we have
for any τ ≡ constant. Therefore, (5.6) is easily satisfied and we learn that
SU(2). SU (2)
is a compact connected unimodular Lie group, diffeomorphic to the 3-sphere S 3 . One identification of SU (2) is as the group under matrix multiplication of the following space of matrices
We use Euler angles as our standard coordinates {θ, φ, ψ} with the convention that x 1 = θ, x 2 = φ, and x 3 = ψ. While a typical convention is that the first and second coordinates are swapped from ours here, but we choose this convention to simplify the appearance of some of the later calculations. Let X, Y , and Z be given by (6.1)
We define the horizontal distribution as H = span{X, Y }, and the sub-Riemannian metric ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ such that the collection {X, Y } forms an orthonormal frame. Since SU (2) is compact, it is unimodular. Let µ be the Haar measure on SU (2).
Proof. By inspection we find that the dual frame {χ
Proof. Since SU (2) is unimodular, this follows directly from Theorem 4.3.
Proposition 6.6. Let V = span{Z} be the vertical distribution. Then
Proof. As in the Heisenberg case, we present two proofs below. The first proof is based on a direct computation of both operators, while the second proof is an application of Theorem 5.13. Let λ > 0 and g = g λ be a compatible Riemannian metric making {X, Y, Z} orthogonal such that λ ∶= g(Z, Z). The introduction of arbitrary λ, rather than fixing some value, say λ = 1, is purely pedagogical to illustrate how Proposition 5.3 manifests within our calculation. Letting B and G be the 3 × 3 matrices representing β and g in the {θ, φ, ψ} coordinates respectively,
First, using Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.10 we see that
From (5.3) it becomes apparent that the only non-zero term of Γ
We therefore deduce (6.4)
From Theorem 4.3 or 4.4, this implies that if µ is the Haar measure, then div
In local coordinates, the matrix of the projection P = β ○ g onto H along V is
Since µ = sin(θ) dθ ∧ dφ ∧ dψ, we easily check that (5.6) is satisfied with τ = sin θ. We have,
and clearly for any l = 1, 2, 3,
6.3. Affine Group. Let G = (0, ∞) × R 2 be the group with operation (a, b, c) ⋆ (x, y, z) = (ax, ay + b, z + c).
It is easy enough to check that the identity is e = (1, 0, 0) . Moreover, G is a Lie group with Lie algebra generated by g = span{X e , Y e , Z e } with X e = ∂ x e , Y e = (∂ y + ∂ z ) e , and Z e = ∂ y e . Extending these to left invariant vector fields, we have X(x, y, z) = x∂ x , Y (x, y, z) = x∂ y + ∂ z , and Z(x, y, z) = x∂ y .
We give G a sub-Riemannian structure by defining H = span{X, Y } with innerproduct ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ making {X, Y } a (global) orthonormal frame. Note that [X, Y ] = Z, so Hörmander's condition is easily satisfied. The affine group G is not unimodular. Let µ L and µ R be the left and right Haar measures, respectively.
Proof. By inspection, the dual frame {χ
From this we find the left Haar measure
The analogous calculation gives that the right Haar measure is µ R = x −1 dx∧dy ∧dz.
Proof. Using Theorem 4.3, we deduce that
showing that div
For the right Haar measure, note that dµ R = m i dµ L , implying that m i (x, y, z) = x and m(x, y, z) = x −1 . From Theorem 4.4,
Proposition 6.9. Let V = span{Z} be the vertical distribution. Then
Proof. We omit the derivation of L V using (5.2) as we had in the previous two examples, and present the simplest confirmation of the result using Theorem 5.13. As before, extend the sub-Riemannian metric to the Riemannian metric g such that {X, Y, Z} is an orthonormal frame. Letting B and G be the matrices representing β and g in standard coordinates respectively,
Using Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.10,
In local coordinates, the matrix representing the projection P = β ○ g onto H along V is
from which we find
Since we have shown (5.6) is satisfied, we conclude that
Remark 6.10. The metric g we used in the proof of Proposition 6.9 gives rise to the Riemannian volume
This is interesting since L V gives the divergence of the horizontal gradient against the right Haar measure even though the Riemannian volume of the extended metric g gives rise to the left Haar measure. 
Similarly, byX i we mean the d − 1 tuplê
Let's note thatχ
Claim.
Proof. Note that dχ i = f µ for some smooth function f by a dimensionality argument. Therefore
The first sum on the right hand side is 0 asχ
Turning our focus onto the term, we realize that the only possible non-zero outcome will occur when either k or j is equal to i, since otherwise, X i will be one of the vector fields within the argument ofχ i , forcing a null result.
where we used that if m ≠ j, then we will have a repeated vector field in the argument ofχ i , again resulting in 0. From here, we have
and working by the same argument in the previous case, we find
This finally results in
which finishes the proof of the claim.
Proof of (4.4). For any horizontal vector field
where the second equality was established in the preceding claim. Note that
We are done once we notice that
the Lie group independent of choice of extension of our orthonormal horizontal frame.
Appendix B: Linear Algebraic Preliminaries
For this section, let T be a finite dimensional vector space of dimension d. As is common, we let T * denote the dual space of T . Further, let H ⊂ T be a subspace of dimension m.
Inner products and the isomorphisms between T and T
* . An inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ on T induces a symmetric, positive definite isomorphism g ∶ T → T * defined by g(X) = ⟨⋅, X⟩. The inverse map β = g −1 ∶ T * → T is the symmetric, positive definite isomorphism defined by ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for every X ∈ T and p ∈ T * . In fact, you will recognize that β is the isomorphism defined via the Hilbert space version of Riesz representation where β(p) = Y ∈ T if and only if p(X) = ⟨X, Y ⟩ for every X ∈ T .
Had we started with a symmetric, positive definite isomorphism β ∶ T * → T , we can then recover an inner-product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ on T by ⟨X, Y ⟩ = η β(p) where β(η) = X and β(p) = Y . Note that the symmetry of β is the statement that η β(p) = p β(η) for every p, η ∈ T * , and that positive definiteness of β means p β(p) > 0 whenever 0 ≠ p ∈ T * ; from this and the linearity of β, it follows nearly immediately that ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is an inner product. To summarize these well-known relations, Proposition 8.1. There are canonical bijections between the following spaces.
IP: Inner products on T . B: Symmetric, positive definite isomorphisms β ∶ T * → T .
The bijection between IP and B is defined by the equality ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for every p ∈ T * and X ∈ T ; the bijection between IP and G is defined by the equality ⟨⋅, X⟩ = g(X) for every X ∈ T ; and the bijection between B and G is defined by the equality β = g −1 .
Note that if {X 1 , ..., X d } is a basis of T which is orthonormal with respect to the inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩, and if {p 1 , ..., p 
8.2. Indefinite Inner Products and β. We move now to the setting where, instead of an inner product being defined on all of T , an inner product is defined only on a subspace H ⊂ T . We will work to recover what we can from Proposition 8.1 in this setting; however, there is no canonical choice of symmetric linear map g ∶ T → T * such that g(X) = ⟨⋅, X⟩ for every X ∈ H. Indeed, there is no a priori canonical choice of dual vector we should assign to g(X) as any viable choice need only agree on their application to vectors Y ∈ H; it could very well be the case that p(Y ) = η(Y ) = ⟨Y, X⟩ for every Y ∈ H, but p ≠ η. What we can recover from Proposition 8.1 is summarized here. Proposition 8.2. Given any inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ defined on H, there exists a unique symmetric, positive semi-definite homomorphism β ∶ T * → T such that β(T * ) = H and ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for every p ∈ T * and every X ∈ H. Conversely, given any symmetric, positive semi-definite homomorphism β ∶ T * → T with β(T * ) = H, there is an inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ defined uniquely on H by the equality ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for every p ∈ T * and every X ∈ H. In other words, there is a canonical bijection between the following spaces.
IPH:
Inner products on H. BH: Symmetric, positive semi-definite linear maps β ∶ T * → T with image H.
Proof Outline. If β ∈ BH, define ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∈ IPH by ⟨X, Y ⟩ = η β(p) where β(η) = X and β(p) = Y . We must confirm that this is well defined, as the choice for η and φ are not unique. Assume that β(η) = β(η), then using the symmetry of β, η β(p) = p β(η) = p β(η) =η β(p) . Hence, if also β(p) = β(p), then η β(p) =η β(p) = p β(η) =p β(η) =η β(p) from which we conclude that ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is well defined. The remaining pieces to confirm that ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is an inner product (on H) can be readily checked.
Conversely, if ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ ∈ IPH, let X ∶= {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X m } be an basis of H which is orthonormal with respect to ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩; extend this to a basis of T , say {X 1 , X 
If we can show that this choice of β is well defined, it is then a simple matter to confirm that ⟨β(p), X⟩ = p(X) for every p ∈ T * and X ∈ H, η β(p) = p β(η) , and p β(p) ⩾ 0 for every p ∈ T * . To ensure that β is well defined, suppose that we extend X to a basis for T as {X 1 , ..., X m ,Ỹ m+1 , ...,Ỹ d } resulting in a corresponding dual basis {p 1 , ...,p m ,η m+1 , ...,η + ∑ c jη j ; however, this is obvious upon considering p(X i ) for each X i ∈ X .
We conclude this section with one final result that is linear algebraic in nature, but from which the geometric version Proposition 5.3 follows immediately. Construction Method 2 : Let (⋅, ⋅) be any inner product on T which extends ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ in such a way that V = H ⊥ with respect to (⋅, ⋅) (such an extension always exists). Denote by g the isomorphism T → T * defined by g(X) = (⋅, X) ∈ T * for every X ∈ T . Let's note that g(V ) ⊂ Null(β); indeed, if Y ∈ V and η = g(Y ), then ⟨β(η), X⟩ = η(X) = (X, Y ) = 0 for every X ∈ H, showing that η ∈ Null(β). In fact, g(V ) = Null(β), which is clear once we deduce that β ○ g(X) = X for every X ∈ H. Uniqueness: Using the notation above, it must be that g V = (β V )
⊕0 ∶ H ⊕V → T * , from which uniqueness follows.
